
Russia has scalar technology weapons that can unleash massive destruction

Description

Russia has claimed that it has made a radical new weapons system that can render enemy satellites
and weapons futile. According to Russian makers, it is a “fundamentally new electronic warfare
system” that can be installed on ground-based, as well as air- and sea-borne, carriers.

The new electronic warfare system is said to be capable of quashing cruise missile and other high-
precision weaponry guidance systems and satellite radio-electronic equipment. The system, which
sounds like scalar type weaponry, can also target the enemy’s electronic means, military satellites and
deck-based, tactical, long-range and strategic aircraft.

Applications in various warfare scenarios of scalar wave technology have long been known. A video
titled “Secret Super Weapons That Drive Disarmament Negotiations-Lt. Col. Thomas Bearden” takes a
deep look into the theory of scalar directed energy weapons and how it can be used against humans if
Russia were to launch an attack against the United States.

What’s most concerning is its effects on nuclear weapons and radioactive materials, which can be
catastrophic. Other factors of great importance is the possible use of the Russian HAARP-style
“woodpecker” transmitter, which is said to have been partly responsible for the Chernobyl reactor
failures. (Related: New NASA research points to possible HAARP connection in Japan earthquake, 
tsunami.)

Ukraine disposed of all of its stocks of highly enriched uranium purportedly out of fear of Russia
employing scalar weapons to have Ukraine’s own materials blow up and render the country radioactive
for centuries.

Russians already using scalar weapons systems
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Systems like satellite-based lasers, webs of listening devices and other non-specified newtechnologies
for uncovering and identifying submarine locations already exist. In his lecture, Beardensaid the
Russians have these kinds of technology using scalar weapons system.

This system was allegedly brought by former Soviet Navy Admiral Sergey Gorshkov, known as the
father of the Soviet Ocean Fleet and  the commander in chief of the Soviet Navy from 1956 to 1985.
Gorshkov once claimed that “we have made the oceans of the world transparent.”

It must be noted that there are more claims to Russian advances in scalar weapons systems than just
the information provided by Bearden.

The technology also means American missiles and bombers can be attacked on the ground or in the
initial launch phases when they are still of low velocity to make them easy targets.

Bearden claimed an early test model of the scalar wave generator was used – instead of an anti-
aircraft rocket – to bring down Gary Powers’ U2 spy plane.

There are several examples of documented sightings of probable scalar weapons activity, but nothing
could be found from any web searches. This could mean that they are fake news, but could also mean
that they are classified information and dangerous.

Bearden, a retired lieutenant colonel who works as a weapons analyst for an aerospace company, has
been gathering reports of unexplained explosions such as a 1976 sighting in Afghanistan of “gigantic,
expanding spheres of light” emanating from “deep within the Soviet Union.”

According to Bearden, one can make extremely powerful weapons by merging and concentrating
electromagnetic and gravity waves. Bearden noted that this could very well be what former Soviet 
Premier Nikita Khrushchev was referring to 25 years ago when he announced the Russians had a
fantastic weapon that could destroy life on Earth.

Follow WeaponsTechnology.news for more news about high-tech weapons systems.

Watch the video below to know more about scalar weapons system.

This video is from the RDChillin channel on Brighteon.com.
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